KC Online Fraud Investigation Cloud
Identify Trends and Patterns to Prevent and Track Criminal Activity
AT A GLANCE
Knowledge Capture® Online (KC Online) Fraud Investigation Cloud easily understands complex data sources to identify trends and
patterns to prevent and track criminal activity.

Automatic Case Creation
The KC Online Fraud Investigation Cloud features automatic case creation
and workflow mechanisms to send the correct information to the correct
person within the business. Once a case has been created, automatic email
notifications will alert the business enabling checklist driven case
management to resolve cases.
This case creation is intuitively linked to the Fraud Investigation module and
information such as the size of shipment, the shipper, starting and final
location will be automatically populated within the case details. As this case
progresses and further information becomes available, from multiple
sources, it will be added automatically into the case. Case workers are also
able to drag and drop various supporting documents into the case manually.

Our Pedigree
Integritie was founded in 2000,
with customers in 35 countries,
Integritie
has
developed
industry leading image, social
media and email capture
automation solutions and also
provides a comprehensive
content management and cloud
service.
Our Pricing Models
KC Online is a fully hosted and
managed Cloud based service
and charged on a simple per
user, per month tariff. KC
Online Fraud Investigation
Cloud module is included free
of charge as an out of the box
module for KC Online users to
utilise.
For more information, or to get
a quote, please email us at
sales@integirite.com

Multiple Checklists
Multiple checklists can be assigned to a single case, so that different areas of
the business can work collaboratively to progress the case to resolution.
Depending on the outcomes of various questions within the checklists, the
case can be automatically routed to different parts of the business to ensure
that all relevant information is gathered at the right times.
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Optimization of incidents and audit processes leveraging flexible, integrated, modern and scalable incident
and case management technology
Reduce time spent searching and collecting data and spend more time analyzing by auto-populating data
from different systems, correlate between audit reports and shrinkage, enable adhoc and cross system
reporting
Enable modelling to pro-actively identify potential locations at risk, improve allocation of field resources and
reduce the need for on-site audit visits for global, remote locations - move from reactive to predictive
Ability to manage in-store physical assets such as cameras, video systems, burglar systems, as well as
corporate assets such as jewellery for photo shoots, etc.
Provides a flexible case framework to easily include all case types with the ability to provide cross case and
case type analytics
Improve overall efficiency and effectiveness of the Asset Protection Operations team by associating all
content related to an investigation connected to the case and automating sales audit and inventory
correlations through data integration
Ability to manage many types of cases (Fraud, Asset Management and Audit) from a single framework
Predict areas of risk and spend more time analyzing rather than data gathering and 'swivel-chair integration'
Quickly identify data anomalies
Configure and customize investigation formats and flows using business rules
Extend report and analysis capabilities as needed without delay or costly development projects, including the
ability to perform analytics across cases and case types

Mobile Integration
Incidents can happen when least expected, and with the ever increasing
use of mobile and tablet devices within the workplace, being able to report
Incidents using those devices is critical.
The KC Online Incident Management module supports both iOS and
Android operating systems, with mobile apps integrated with the wider KC
Online solution. Users can upload images taken on the devices, add in
product details and locations to kick off the case creation process. The
standard KC Online Advanced Case Management system can then send
email notifications, alerting the relevant people within the business that an
incident has happened. All information is shared collaboratively between
devices, so agents can pick up the information wherever they are located.
To watch a video demonstration or to learn more about KC Online Fraud
Investigation Cloud please visit:
http://www.kc-ol.com/fraud-and-theft-management.php.
To discover how KC Online Collaboration Room Cloud can help your teams bring control and efficiency to project
related
content,
contact
today for a free demonstration and no-commitment trial at sales@integritie.com.
Alternatively
email
us at Integritie
sales@integritie.com
More Information

To find out more simply visit our web site at www.kc-ol.com or contact us directly at sales@kc-ol.com
Website: www.kc-ol.com
Email:
sales@kc-ol.com

